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Prime Minister's Question Time in the House of Commons (11)
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TOPSHOT - A handout photograph released by the UK Parliament on March 20, 2019 shows Britain's Prime Minister Theresa May listening during the weekly Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) question and answer session in the House of Commons in London on March 20, 2019. - Prime Minister Theresa May asked the EU to delay Brexit until June 30 as she scrambled to contain a deepening political crisis, but faced warnings that Britain could still crash out of the bloc in nine days. (Photo by MARK DUFFY / various sources / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / MARK DUFFY / UK PARLIAMENT " - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS
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A video grab from footage broadcast by the UK Parliament's Parliamentary Recording Unit (PRU) shows a packed House of Commons in London on March 20, 2019 during the weekly Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) question and answer session. - Britain will write to the EU to seek a short delay to Brexit, but Brussels has warned any decision may only come next week -- just before the scheduled departure date. Exactly a thousand days on from the seismic 2016 referendum decision to leave the European Union, a divorce deal negotiated by May is blocked in parliament and political turmoil grips the country. (Photo by HO / PRU / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT " AFP PHOTO / PRU " - NO USE FOR ENTERTAINMENT, SATIRICAL, MARKETING OR ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS
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A video grab from footage broadcast by the UK Parliament's Parliamentary Recording Unit (PRU) shows Conservative MP Bill Cash asking a question at the weekly Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) question and answer session in the House of Commons in London on March 20, 2019. - Prime Minister Theresa May asked EU leaders Wednesday for a three-month delay to Brexit amid continued political deadlock in London, but Brussels warned any decision may only come next week -- just before Britain's scheduled exit date. Exactly 1,000 days on from Britain's seismic 2016 referendum vote to leave the European Union, the divorce deal May negotiated is blocked in parliament and political turmoil grips the country. (Photo by HO / various sources / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT " AFP PHOTO / PRU " - NO USE FOR ENTERTAINMENT, SATIRICAL, MARKETING OR ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS
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A video grab from footage broadcast by the UK Parliament's Parliamentary Recording Unit (PRU) shows Britain's Prime Minister Theresa May speaking during the weekly Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) question and answer session in the House of Commons in London on March 20, 2019. - Prime Minister Theresa May asked EU leaders Wednesday for a three-month delay to Brexit amid continued political deadlock in London, but Brussels warned the postponement carried "serious legal and political risks". Exactly 1,000 days on from Britain's seismic 2016 referendum vote to leave the European Union and with just nine days to go until the scheduled departure date, the divorce deal is blocked in parliament and political turmoil grips the country. (Photo by HO / PRU / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT " AFP PHOTO / PRU " - NO USE FOR ENTERTAINMENT, SATIRICAL, MARKETING OR ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS
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A video grab from footage broadcast by the UK Parliament's Parliamentary Recording Unit (PRU) shows Conservative MP Nick Boles asking a question during the weekly Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) question and answer session in the House of Commons in London on March 20, 2019. - Prime Minister Theresa May asked EU leaders Wednesday for a three-month delay to Brexit amid continued political deadlock in London, but Brussels warned the postponement carried "serious legal and political risks". Exactly 1,000 days on from Britain's seismic 2016 referendum vote to leave the European Union and with just nine days to go until the scheduled departure date, the divorce deal is blocked in parliament and political turmoil grips the country. (Photo by HO / PRU / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT " AFP PHOTO / PRU " - NO USE FOR ENTERTAINMENT, SATIRICAL, MARKETING OR ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS
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A video grab from footage broadcast by the UK Parliament's Parliamentary Recording Unit (PRU) shows Britain's Prime Minister Theresa May listening to a question from the opposition benches during the weekly Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) question and answer session in the House of Commons in London on March 20, 2019. - Prime Minister Theresa May asked EU leaders Wednesday for a three-month delay to Brexit amid continued political deadlock in London, but Brussels warned the postponement carried "serious legal and political risks". Exactly 1,000 days on from Britain's seismic 2016 referendum vote to leave the European Union and with just nine days to go until the scheduled departure date, the divorce deal is blocked in parliament and political turmoil grips the country. (Photo by HO / PRU / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT " AFP PHOTO / PRU " - NO USE FOR ENTERTAINMENT, SATIRICAL, MARKETING OR ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS
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A video grab from footage broadcast by the UK Parliament's Parliamentary Recording Unit (PRU) shows Britain's Prime Minister Theresa May listening to a question from the opposition benches during the weekly Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) question and answer session in the House of Commons in London on March 20, 2019. - Prime Minister Theresa May asked EU leaders Wednesday for a three-month delay to Brexit amid continued political deadlock in London, but Brussels warned the postponement carried "serious legal and political risks". Exactly 1,000 days on from Britain's seismic 2016 referendum vote to leave the European Union and with just nine days to go until the scheduled departure date, the divorce deal is blocked in parliament and political turmoil grips the country. (Photo by HO / PRU / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT " AFP PHOTO / PRU " - NO USE FOR ENTERTAINMENT, SATIRICAL, MARKETING OR ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS
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(190320) -- LONDON, March 20, 2019 (Xinhua) -- British Prime Minister Theresa May (Front) speaks during the Prime Minister's Question Time in the House of Commons in London, Britain, on March 20, 2019. Theresa May confirmed Wednesday she has written to the European Union seeking to delay Britain's departure from the bloc until June 30. (Xinhua/UK Parliament/Jessica Taylor) HOC MANDATORY CREDIT: UK Parliament/Jessica Taylor  Xinhua News Agency / eyevine
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(190320) -- LONDON, March 20, 2019 (Xinhua) -- British Prime Minister Theresa May (C, Front) attends the Prime Minister's Question Time in the House of Commons in London, Britain, on March 20, 2019. Theresa May confirmed Wednesday she has written to the European Union seeking to delay Britain's departure from the bloc until June 30. (Xinhua/UK Parliament/Jessica Taylor) HOC MANDATORY CREDIT: UK Parliament/Jessica Taylor  Xinhua News Agency / eyevine
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(190320) -- LONDON, March 20, 2019 (Xinhua) -- British Prime Minister Theresa May (Front) speaks during the Prime Minister's Question Time in the House of Commons in London, Britain, on March 20, 2019. Theresa May confirmed Wednesday she has written to the European Union seeking to delay Britain's departure from the bloc until June 30. (Xinhua/UK Parliament/Jessica Taylor) HOC MANDATORY CREDIT: UK Parliament/Jessica Taylor  Xinhua News Agency / eyevine
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Prime Minister Theresa May arrives at Parliament for question time. Today Mrs May will ask the EU to delay article 50 and delay the United Kingdom's exit from the European Union.  Photo credit: Peter Macdiarmid  / eyevine
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